㧞㧚ಽ⑼ળ
㧔㧝㧕㊍ጊᐢၞᏒ
㊍ጊᏒ᳃ㅧᚑࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻⚫
㊍ጊᐢၞᏒോᏒ㐳 䚥ФѼ
Σ㧚⢛᥊
㊍ጊᏒ᳃ᑪ⸳੍ቯߪᣣᧄභ㗔ߩᓟ☨ޔァၮߣߥࠅޔዮㄗ⊛ߥᱧผ߇ೞ߹ࠇߡߚ⸘ߩߎޕ
↹ߪ∩ߺࠍ߁߇ޔᣂߚߥ᧪⸳⸘ߩᯏળߣߥࠆޕ
ㇺᏒਛᔃㇱߩ㐿ⓨࠍ㊀ⷐߣ⠨߃ߥ߁ࠃߩࠢࡄ࡞࠻ࡦߩ࡛ࠢࡘ࠾ޔ⇇⊛ࡌ࡞ߩ
ࡦ࠼ࡑࠢ⊛Ꮢ᳃ߩㅧᚑࠍቯޕ
Τ㧚Ꮢ᳃ߩ⋡ᮡߣᣇ㊎
⋡ᮡ㧦⇇⊛ߥฬᚲߣߥࠆޔߩߚߩੱߩߡߴߔޔߩߚߩ᧪ᧂޔᢥൻࠍߟߥߋޔㇺᏒਛᔃㇱߩౣ
↢ࠍଦㅴߔࠆޔߣߥࠆߎߣޕ
࠹ࡑ㧦ᢥൻޔⴚ⧓ޔᬺޕ
Υ㧚Ꮢ᳃ߩࠦࡦࡊ࠻
ᄌൻߣᱧผࠍ⛔วߒޔᣂߚߥⓨ㑆ߩน⢻ᕈࠍഃߔࠆޕ
ޟᵹࠇߩޠࠆ߇ߥߟޔࠅ߹ߟޔ㧟ߟߩⓨ㑆⊛․ᓽޔ
⸥ޟᙘޔᢥൻޔᐘ⥄ޔὼޔෳടߩޠ㧡ߟࠍߘ
ߩⓨ㑆ߩࠨࡉ࠹ࡑߣߔࠆޕ
Φ㧚ࡈࡓࡢࠢࡊࡦߩࠦࡦࡊ࠻
㖧࿖ߩࡑࠬ࠲ࡊࡦߦၮߊㅧᚑߑߐޕᵄߩᢥ᭽ߣᒻࠍ⠨ᘦߒࠕ࠼࠻࠙ࠕޔᵴേߩߚߩⓨ
㑆ߣߔࠆޕ
Χ㧚ⷐ
⦟ᅢߥ᥊ⷰᒻᚑ↢ޕᘒ♽ߦ⠨ᘦߒߦࡑ࠹ࡉࠨޔᴪߞߚᱠࠍᢝ⸳ޕࠍဋߒޔ᳓♽ࠍⓏ߿߆ߦ
ߔࠆޕਅߢਥⷐᣉ⸳ࠍߟߥ߉ޔߣ৻ൻߔࠆޕߩᑪ‛ޔᤋ↹㙚ⴚ⟤ޔ㙚ࠍᢥൻߩゲߣߔࠆޕ
ඳ‛㙚߽⸳⟎ߔࠆޕ
ߟࠄㆊࠍసߒޔᏒ᳃ߩᔃߦᏫࠆߦࡑ࠹ࡉࠨޔၮߠߚⓨ㑆ߣߔࠆޕ
Ψ㧚ᬺᎿ⒟ߣ⾗㊄⺞㆐
Ꮢ᳃ߩࡏࡦ࠹ࠖࠕෳടଦㅴޕኾ㐷ኅᯏ㑐ߣදߔࠆޕᏒߪ⸘↹ߣ㐿⊒ࠍᜂᒰޕ
⾗㊄ߪᏒ㧔⸳⸘ᑪ▽Ꮏ㧕
ޔ࿖㧔↪ࡈࡦࠗޔ㧕
ޔ᳃㑆㧔ਅⓨ㑆㐿⊒㧕߆ࠄ⺞㆐ޕ
Ω㧚੍᷹ߐࠇࠆലᨐ
⚻ᷣᵴᕈൻޔᏒ᳃↢ᵴޔㇺᏒᯏ⢻ޔㇺᏒߩࠗࡔࠫࠍ৻ᣂߔࠆޕ
Ϊ㧚⚿⺰
2015 ᐕߦᏒ᳃߇ቢᚑߔࠆߣޔ㊍ጊߪ⇇ࡌ࡞ߩᏒ᳃ࠍᚲߔࠆߎߣߦߥࠆޕ
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Camp Hialeah
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̰ jGoGjGj
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YUGmGk
̰ Ṳ⎦㍺㩫 VGnvhs
A WORLD CLASS DESTINATION IN BUSAN
㎎Ἒ☚㔲 ㌆㦚 䟻䞲 Ὃ㤦

A PARK FOR THE FUTURE
⹎⧮⯒ 䟻䞲 Ὃ㤦

A PARK FOR EVERYBODY
⳾⚦⯒ 㥚䞲 Ὃ㤦

A CULTURAL CONNECTION
ⶎ䢪Ṗ 㧞⓪ Ὃ㤦

A CATALYST TO REVIVE THE CENTER OF THE CITY
☚㕂 㨂㌳㎇㦚 㽟㰚䞮⓪ Ὃ㤦

̰ Ὃ㤦㫆㎇ 㩚⨋ VGz{yh{ln
{GkGGjGi
{GlGGnGuG
{GiGzGGwGp
4

5

ALLUVIUM

ZUGkGj

Alluvium is the silt deposited by slowly flowing water, as
in a riverbed, floodplain or delta. Alluvium is typically very
rich and fertile, and encourages new life.

̰ klzpnuGjvujlw{aGh
hGGGGG G GGSGGGGSGGG
UGGhGG  G GGGSGGGGU
ALLUVIUM
㻝㤵㫴
䚌㷐㢌 䢄⪸㜄 㢌䚨 䋔㛅㢨 㑇㜠 䝉㉥═ 䌨㤵㽩. ⷈ⣀㠄 ❄⏈ ㇰᴵ㨰⢰Ḕ⓸ 䚜.
㢨⤠䚐 䋔㛅㽩㡴 㢰ⵌ㤵㡰⦐ ⬘㟤 ⽸㝙䚌㜠 ㇼ⦐㟨 ㈑⮹㷨ᴴ ⶼ㉥䚔 ㍌ 㢼᷀ 䚜.

㻝㤵㫴: 䚌㷐㢌 䢄⪸㜄 㢌䚨 䋔㛅㢨 㑇㜠 䝉㉥═ 䌨㤵㽩. ⷈ⣀㠄 ❄⏈ ㇰᴵ㨰⢰Ḕ⓸ 䚜.
㢨⤠䚐 䋔㛅㽩㡴 㢰ⵌ㤵㡰⦐ ⬘㟤 ⽸㝙䚌㜠 ㇼ⦐㟨 ㈑⮹㷨ᴴ ⶼ㉥䚔 ㍌ 㢼᷀ 䚜.
6
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7

ALLUVIUM

ALLUVIUM

A new public park for the 21st Century where the positive
energy of the citizens can flow and flourish freely.

A new public park for the 21st Century where the positive
energy of the citizens can flow and flourish freely.
㻝㤵㫴: 㛰⨜⽸㟴: ⽸㝙䚐 ㇼ ὤ㟨㢨 䢄⪨Ḕ 㑇㢨⏈ 21㉬ὤ ⺴㢌 ㇼ⦐㟨 ⓸㐐ḩ㠄

㻝㤵㫴: 㛰⨜⽸㟴: ⽸㝙䚐 ㇼ ὤ㟨㢨 䢄⪨Ḕ 㑇㢨⏈ 21㉬ὤ ⺴㢌 ㇼ⦐㟨 ⓸㐐ḩ㠄
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㧔㧞㧕శ㓁Ꮢ
ࠕࠫࠕᄥᐔᵗၞߦ߅ߌࠆਥⷐㇺᏒߩ⽿છ߅ࠃ߮ၞ㑆ߩදജ
శ㓁Ꮢ㐳 蝗⡛㓶
90 ᐕઍએ㒠ޔ࿖Ⴚࠍ߃ߚ┹ᤨઍߣߥࠅޔᄙߊߩ⚻ᷣࡉࡠ࠶ࠢ߇⊓႐ޕਛߢ߽ࠕࠫࠕᄥᐔᵗࡉࡠ
࠶ࠢߪᦨ߽ᄙ᭽ᕈߦንࠎߢࠆޕ
ߘߒߡޔ⇇ߪⅣႺ߿ࠛࡀ࡞ࠡޔ㊄Ⲣ╬ߩㅢߩ⺖㗴ࠍᛴ߃ߡ߅ࠅࠕࠫࠕޔᄥᐔᵗၞߩቯ
⊛⊒ዷߣޔㇺᏒ㑆ߩ⽿છߣදജ߇᳞ࠄࠇߡࠆޕ᷼ḧㇺᏒߢࠆశ㓁Ꮢߪޔ᷼ḧㇺᏒߩ⋧දജ߇
㊀ⷐߣ⠨߃ߡࠆޕ
శ㓁᷼ߪ᧲ർࠕࠫࠕߩਛᔃߦ⟎ߔࠆਥⷐ᷼ḧߩ৻ߟߢޔ2020 ᐕ߹ߢߦ 1,245 ਁ TEUⷙޔᮨ㕙ߢ
⇇ 10 ߩ᷼ḧߣߥࠆ੍ቯߢࠆޕ
ߒ߆ߒޔᾷὓߥ┹ߢޔ෩ߒታ߽ࠆޕᓟ⋧⊒ዷߩߚߦߪޔᓎഀಽᜂߣදജࠍၮߠߚ
↢ߩࠍតࠆᔅⷐ߇ࠆޕ

శ㓁ᏒߪᄢㅪᏒߥߤ࿖㓙ㇺᏒ㑆ߩදቯޔ
⯃ᎺᏒߩᄥୖ᷼ߣߩ /17 ߩ✦⚿ޔ
ෟ㐷᷼ߣߩදജ╬ࠍㅢߓޔ
᷼ḧᵹߩᵴᕈൻߦะߌߡᄙⷺ⊛ߥദജࠍߒߡࠆޕ
߹ߚޔℂ⊛ߥ⟎ࠍᵴ↪ߒਛ࿖ߩ᧲ጯߣർ☨ጯࠍ⚿߱࠳ࠗ࠽ࡒ࠶ࠢߥ‛ᵹࠪࠬ࠹ࡓࠍ᭴▽ߒߡ
ࠆޕ

ർ᧲ࠕࠫࠕၞౝߦ߅ߌࠆਥⷐ᷼ḧߣ᧲ޔධࠕࠫࠕၞౝߦ߅ߌࠆਥⷐ᷼ḧߣߩᵹ߽Ბޘᵴ⊒ߦߥߞ
ߡࠆ╬ࠕࠫࠕޔᄥᐔᵗၞ㑆ߩ᷼ḧ⾏ᤃߣදജ߇ᵴ⊒ߦߥࠆߎߣߢޔදജߦࠃࠆ⊒ዷ߇ߎߩၞߩ
㊀ⷐߥ⺖㗴ߣߒߡᶋ߆߮߇ߞߡࠆޕ
ታ㓙ࠕࠫࠕޔᄥᐔᵗၞߦ߅ߌࠆㇺᏒ㑆ߩදജߪޔᴦ⚻ޔᷣޔᢥൻޔⅣႺߤߥࠡ࡞ࡀࠛޔᄙ᭽
߆ߟᐢಽ㊁ߢⴕߥࠊࠇߡࠆ ޕฦಽ㊁ߩኾ㐷ኅ߇⍮ᕺࠍ㓸ߡౕޔ⊛ߢታน⢻ߥᣉ╷ࠍ╷ቯ
ߒࠕࠫࠕޔᄥᐔᵗㇺᏒߩᧂ᧪ߦ❬߇ࠆⓍᭂ⊛ߥදജߣᅢ㑐ଥ߇ᒻᚑߐࠇࠆߎߣࠍᏗᦸߔࠆޕ

㧙㧙

㧙㧙

㧙㧙
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㧔㧟㧕 ᐢᎺᏒ
ᱧผ⊛ߩౣ↢ 㧙 ᐢᎺᏒᣂᴡᶆᱧผሽୃᓳࡊࡠࠫࠚࠢ࠻
ᐢᎺᏒㇺᏒ⸘↹ዪ⸳⸘ᚲᚲ㐳 㤡੦
ᐢᎺᏒߪ߆ࠄ 2222 ᐕߐ߆ߩ߷ࠆߎߣ♿ޔర೨ 214 ᐕ㧔⒌ߩᆎ⊞Ꮲ 33 ᐕ㧕ߩޟછ౷Ꮢޠᑪ⸳߆
ࠄᆎ߹ࠅޔධਃᦺߩฎㇺߣߥࠅผ〔ߣ⪇㤀ߥᢥൻࠍ߽ߟࠃ߁ߦߥߞߚ⻉ࠕࠫࠕߩઁޔࡄ࠶ࡠ࡛ޕ࿖
ࠍߟߥߋޟᶏߩࠪ࡞ࠢࡠ࠼ߩޠ⊒ὐߢ߽ࠆޕ
࿑ߪ 1900 ᐕ߆ࠄ 1998 ᐕߦ߆ߌߡߩᐢᎺᏒߩㇺᏒ㐿⊒ᑪ⸳ࠍᤋߒߡࠆޕਛ࿖ߩ 24 ᱧผᢥ
ൻㇺᏒߩ৻ㇺᏒߣߒߡޔ219 ߩผ〔߇ࠆޕ
ᐢᎺߪ 22 ߩผ〔߇ࠆㇺᏒਛᔃㇱ 20 জ 2 ࠍᱧผㇺᏒߣߒߡᜰቯߒޔⓍᭂ⊛ߥሽ߿ୃᓳࠍⴕ
ߞߡࠆޕᣂᴡᶆᱧผߪᐢᎺᏒߩਛᔃߦ⟎ߒᦨޔᄢߩવ⛔⊛ߥૐጀਛᐸᑼዬޔਛ࿖ߣ
ᵗߩ․ᓽࠍ⛔วߒߚᱧผࠛࠕߛޕ
᧲ጊᐸ㙚߇㓸ਛߔࠆᣂᴡᶆߩᑪ‛ߪ 1920㨪30 ᐕઍߦቛ↪ߣߒߡᑪ⸳ߐࠇࠟࡦ⿒ޔოޔ
㛽᧚㔺Ꮏᴺޔᵗࠬ࠲ࠗ࡞߇․ᓽ⊛ߛޕᷡᤨઍߦߪ㇠ᄖߛߞߚ߇ޔᐢ㋕〝߇㐿ㅢߒޔ࿖ᄖ߿ర
ߩߥੱ߇ޘዬࠍ᭴߃ࠆࠃ߁ߦߥࠅޔଔ߇߇ࠅ❥ᩕߒߚޕ
ᦨㄭߢߪߥ߁ࠃߩߎޔᑪ‛߇᠗ߐࠇࠆ৻ᣇޔᣂߚߦୃᓳߐࠇࠆᑪ‛߽ࠆޕ
ᣂᴡᶆቛ⟲ߪޔᄢⷙᮨߥᣂࠬ࠲ࠗ࡞ߩቛၞߢࠅޔઍᐢᎺߩᄙᢥൻࠍߒߡࠆޕ2000
ᐕ 6 ߩᐢᎺᏒᐭሽ⸘↹ᚑߦࠃߞߡޔೋߡࠄࠇߚᱧผߩ৻ߟߛޕᣂᴡᶆߦߪ⋭
ࡌ࡞ߩผ〔߿ 485 ߩᱧผ⊛ᑪㅧ‛╬⼾߆ߥᱧผ⊛⾗Ḯ߇ࠆޕᣂᴡᶆሽ⸘↹ߩᦨ߽㊀ⷐߥὐߪᱧ
ผ⊛ㆮ↥ࠍሽߒߥ߇ࠄ␠ޔળ⊛⚻ᷣ⊛⊒ዷࠍଦㅴߒ↢ޔᵴⅣႺࠍᡷༀߔࠆߎߣߢࠅ࠻ࡦࠗࡐޔ
ߪਅ⸥ߩ㧠ߟߢࠆޕ
㧔㧝㧕ᣂᴡᶆߩ․ᓽࠍᤋߔࠆ✚ว⊛ߥᱧผ⊛․ᓽࠍሽߔࠆߎߣޕ
㧔㧞㧕ሽߣ⊒ዷࠍ⺞ᢛߒޔᱧผሽ␠ޔળ⊒ዷ⚻ޔᷣ⊒ዷ↢ޔᵴⅣႺߩᡷༀߩࡃࡦࠬࠍߜޔ
วℂ⊛ߥ⊒ዷߣ↪ࠍㅴࠆߎߣޕ
㧔㧟㧕ሽߣୃᓳߦ߅ߡޔ
ޟరߩᄖⷰߦ࿁ᓳߔࠆޠ
ޔ
ޟේဳࠍሽߔࠆ߁ߣޠේೣࠍࠆߎߣޕ
㧔㧠㧕ੱญࠍߥࠆߴߊಽᢔߒޔㅊട߿ᣂⷙߩᑪ⸳Ꮏࠍᱛߔࠆߎߣޕ
ਥߥౝኈߣኻ╷ߪએਅߩߣ߅ࠅߢࠆޕ
㧝㧚ሽ▸࿐ࠍ⏕ቯߒޔሽଔ୯ߦᔕߓߡᑪㅧ‛ߩ࠲ࠗࡊࠍಽ㘃ޔሽⷐ᳞ࠍឭߔࠆޕ
㧞㧚ߩో⊛ߥ․ᓽࠍࠃࠅࠃߊሽߒޔሽߔࠆᑪㅧ‛ߩߘࠇߙࠇߩ․ᓽࠍ⛽ᜬߔࠆߚޔലᨐ
⊛ߥሽⷙࠪࠬ࠹ࡓࠍឭ᩺ߔࠆ▤ߩ↹⸘ޔࠅࠃߦࠇߎޕℂߣታᣉࠍଦㅴߔࠆޕ
㧟㧚⸘↹ߩታᣉน⢻ᕈߣሽኻ╷ߩലᕈ߇㊀ⷐⷞߐࠇޔᣂᴡᶆሽ⸘↹ߪᐢᎺᏒߩㇺᏒ⸘↹▤ℂᖱ
ႎࡊ࠶࠻ࡈࠜࡓߦ⛔วߐࠇߚࠅࠃߦࠇߎޕᣣᏱߩ⸘↹▤ℂ߇ᒝൻߐࠇޔലᨐ⊛ߦ⸘↹ࠍㆀⴕ
᧪ࠆ᭽ߦߥߞߚޕ
㧠㧚Ბ㓏⊛ߥ⊒ዷޔㇱಽ⊛ୃᓳޔᄌൻࠍ೨ឭߣߒߚᓸዊᓴⅣဳߩሽୃᓳࡔࠞ࠾࠭ࡓߩታޕ
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 ᑓᎲᰃ㒣Йϡ㹄ⱘ䌌ৡජǄ

ᑓᎲᰃኁफϝᳱ˄फ䍞ǃफ∝ǃफᯢ
˅স䛑᠔ഄˈग़ҷ⬭ϟњӫⱘ᭛⠽
স䗍䕝✠᭛࣪Ǆ
Guangzhou is known as a historic city where
China meets the West.
Guangzhou boasts a history of 2222 years
dated back from 214 BC (the 33rd year of
Emperor Qinshihuang) when “Renxiao City”
was built.
Guangzhou is the home to the ancient capital
of three dynasties of Ling Nan (Nanyue
Kingdom, Nanhan Kingdom and Nanming
Kingdom). The history has left Guangzhou lots
of historic sites and splendid culture.
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Guangzhou is a famous and unfailing
city of foreign trade. It is the starting
city of the famous “Maritime Silk Road”
of ancient China that leads to Europe
and other Asian countries.

The city site remains unchanged basically though Guangzhou City has kept expanding
through more than 2,000 years. The city center still remains in the area of the current
Beijing Road and Guangwei Road of Yuexiu District.

⍋Ϟϱ㓌П䏃⼎ᛣ
Schematic Diagram of the Maritime Silk Road

ᑓᎲग़ҷජഔব䖕
City site evolution map of Guangzhou
through the ages
⾺ҷජഔϞ䭓ⱘ⏙ҷᑓᎲජ∴
Guangzhou City in Qing Dynasty
built in the city site of Qin Dynasty
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As one of the first 24 famous historic cities
in China, Guangzhou has 219 historic sites
of the national, provincial and municipal
level.

ᑈ⏙ᳱᑈ㟇ᑈᑓᎲජᏖথሩǃᓎ䆒ᚙމ
The urban development and construction of Guangzhou from
1900 (last years of Qing Dynasty) to 1998
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Guangzhou has designated the historic
urban area of about 20 square km in the
central city area and 22 historic districts in
the historic urban area, and conducted
proactive conservation and renewal efforts.



Xin He Pu Historic District is located in
Guangzhou’s central Yuexiu District
(formerly Dongshan District). It is the
currently preserved largest low-rise
courtyard traditional residential complex
and historic district in Guangzhou City that
integrates both Chinese and western
features.

ᮄ⊇⌺ग़㸫ऎ
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ᮄ⊇⌺ग़㸫ऎऎԡ
Location Map of Xin He Pu Historic District

Distribution of historic urban area and historic district
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It is an old saying in Guangzhou that the
wealthy live in Xiguan while the potentates
live in Dongshan. The so-called Dongshan
Garden Houses are mainly concentrated in
Xin He Pu area. Most buildings in this area
were built in 1920s and 1930s mainly for
residential purpose and characterized by
red-brick wall, exposed aggregate finish and
western architectural style.
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Dongshan District used to be
Guangzhou’s suburb area in Qing
Dynasty. It is recorded that ever since the
opening of Guangzhou-Kowloon railway in
the 3rd year of Emperor Xuantong (1911),
the foreign and local wealthy people built
their residences in Dongshan District and
made the land price in this area more and
more expensive and the whole area more
and more flourishing.

ᅙˈЏ㽕䲚Ёϰቅᮄ⊇⌺ϔᏺǄ


ᮄ⊇⌺
Xin He Pu

In the beginning of Republic of China,
many overseas Chinese remitted money
back home to build their residences,
which were also concentrated in Xin He
Pu area of Dongshan district.

ᑈҷⱘᑓᎲഄ
Guangzhou Map of 1930s

ᑈҷⱘ䘉ು
Kui Yuan of 1920s
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Several renowned elites of the
Communist Party of China (CPC) and Kuo
Min Tang (KMT) used to live Xin He Pu,
such as Mao Zedong and Liao Zhongkai.
This area also witnessed some important
historical events such as the 3rd Congress
of CPC. Nowadays, some of these
buildings have been removed while some
still exist with new look.



“ϝ”᭛ӊ˖ǉ݇Ѣ⇥䖤ࡼঞ⇥ܮ䯂乬ⱘ䆂އḜǊ
The 3rd CPC document: <Resolution about the
National Movement and KMT>

Xin He Pu Residential Complex is an
example of large-scale new-style
residential community built by modern
Chinese people, and an important
evidence of multi-culture in modern
Guangzhou. It was recognized as one of
the first Historic Districts by Guangzhou
Municipal Government in June, 2000 to
be conserved through the formulation of
conservation planning.

ᮄ⊇⌺ֱᡸ㾘ߦᘏᑇ䴶
Master Plan of Xin He Pu Conservation Plan

Ё݅“ϝ”䘫ഔ
Site of the 3rd CPC National Congress
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Xin He Pu has Dongshankou
commercial area to the north,
Dongshanhu Park to the south,
Wuyang New Town to the Northeast
and residential areas such as Dong Hu
Xin Cun to the west and southwest.
Currently, this area is densely
inhabited with a population of 25,000
residents.



The scope of Xin He Pu Historic
District begins in the east from Dadao
Road and ends at Junyi Road in the
west, with Donghua East Road, Xin He
Pu Canal and Donghu Park to its
South and Miao Qian Xi Jie, Miao Qian
Zhi Jie, Sibeitongjin and Guangzhou
Railway Bureau site to its north, with a
total site area of 62.9 hectares.

ᮄ⊇⌺㟾⠛
Aerial photo of Xin He Pu

ᮄ⊇⌺⦄⢊ᓎ䆒
Existing Construction Diagram of Xin He Pu
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Xin He Pu boasts abundant historic and
cultural resources with one provincial
historic site (Site of the 3rd CPC Congress)
and seven municipal historic sites.



Besides the above-said eight historic sites,
there are 485 historic buildings in the area.
Among them 401 are preserved intact and
84 require renovation and maintenance.

⦄⢊ग़᭛࣪䌘⑤ߚᏗ
Distribution plan of existing historic resources
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The main conception of Xin He Pu conservation plan

Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan
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To conserve the overall planning pattern of the original Historic District, restore its
characteristics of historic and cultural views, coordinate the historic features of this area
and preserve its historic value. Four aspects are stressed in particular:











⦃๗ण䇗ऎ Environment coordination area
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Conservation Scope Division Map

䋨2䋩ᓎㄥֱᡸߚ㉏





(2) Classification of building conservation


Core area, Construction control area䋬
Environment coordination area

Different spatial zones correspond to the
respective planning and management
policies such as the policies on building
height and street & lane conservation.

Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan
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(1) Definition of conservation scope
Xin He Pu Historic District
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Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan
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Ḍᖗഄ↉
Core area
ᓎ䆒ࠊഄऎ
Construction control area

1䇮Define the conservation scope, classify
building types as per the conservation
value, and propose conservation
requirements


䋨1䋩 Conserve the overall historic features that can reflect the characteristics of Xin He Pu area.
䋨2䋩Coordinate the conservation and development, balance the historic conservation, social progress, economic
development and improvement of living environment, and conduct reasonable development and utilization.
䋨3䋩Observe the principles of “restoring to original appearance” and “preserving the original” in conservation and
renovation.
䋨4䋩Decentralize the population as much as possible and forbid any additional or new building construction.



䋨1䋩ֱᡸ㣗ೈߦߚ
ᮄ⊇⌺ग़᭛ֱ࣪ᡸऎ

(2) Classification of building conservation


All buildings in Xin He Pu are classified into two categories
according to the conservation value, i.e. historic buildings
and non-historic buildings, which are further divided into 5
sub-categories. Among them, Historic buildings are divided
into 3 sub-categories:
Type A: Buildings of historic sites: the original appearance
cannot be changed. Surveying and mapping shall be
carefully done before restoration. The process of
restoration shall observe the “reversible” principle and
restore to the original appearance.

ग़ֱᡸᓎㄥߚЎϝ㉏˖
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Historic buildings are divided into 3 sub-categories:
Type B䋺Buildings of conservation: such buildings will
mainly be maintained and renovated. The original layout
and traditional architectural form must be maintained. The
exterior appearance shall be reserved while the interior can
be renovated with modern facilities.

$㉏˖᭛⠽㉏ᓎㄥ
Type A˖Buildings of historic sites
%㉏˖ֱᡸ㉏ᓎㄥ
Type B˖Buildings of conservation
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Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan
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(2) Classification of building conservation


Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan


Historic buildings are divided into 3 sub-categories:
Type C: Buildings of improvement: renovation or
reconstruction can be done to adapt to modern lifestyle
while the reconstructed building must maintain the original
layout and traditional architectural form.

䴲ग़ֱᡸᓎㄥߚЎϸ㉏˖
'㉏˖ֱ⬭㉏ᓎㄥǄ
(㉏˖ᮄ㉏ᓎㄥǄ

(2) Classification of building
conservation





Non-historic buildings are further
divided into 2 sub-categories:
Type D: Reserved buildings
Type E䋺Buildings for renewal.

'㉏˖ֱ⬭㉏ᓎㄥ
Type D˖Reserved buildings
&㉏˖ᬍ㉏ᓎㄥ
Type C˖Buildings of improvement
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(㉏˖ᮄ㉏ᓎㄥ
Type E˖Buildings for renewal
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Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan

Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan
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2䇮An effective conservation control system is
proposed to better preserve the overall
features of the area and meantime maintain
the individual characteristics of each
conserved building, and thus to facilitate the
planning administration and implementation.







From the conservation of overall historic features, the
general rules for each conservation element have been
proposed.
The conservation plan has been prepared and the
specific conservation regulation has been proposed for
each building.

ᓎㄥ催ᑺࠊߚऎ
Building Height Control Zoning Plan

ֱᡸᓎㄥࠊ߭
Conserved Building Control Plan
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Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan
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)ᓎㄥׂ㔂ࠡ
Buildings F1306 Before Renovation

3䇮Importance has been attached to the
operability of the planning and effectiveness of
the conservation measures, incorporated the
conservation planning of Xin He Pu into the
integrated urban planning administrative
information platform of Guangzhou,
strengthening the daily planning administration
and enhancing the control and rationale of
implementation effectively.
ᑓᎲᏖජᏖ㾘ߦ㒳ϔㅵ⧚ֵᙃᑇৄϞⱘᮄ⊇⌺ֱᡸ㽕∖
Xin He Pu conservation requirements on the integrated
urban planning administrative information platform of
Guangzhou Urban Planning

)ᓎㄥׂ㔂ৢ
Buildings F1306 After Renovation
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Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan
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4䇮Implementation of micro-circulation conservation and renewal mechanism featuring stepby-step progress, partial change and dynamic concept.
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Buildings Before Renovation
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Buildings After Renovation
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Buildings Before Renovation
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Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan
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Buildings After Renovation



Starting from the peripheral area of
the Site of the 3rd CPC National
Congress at the core of Xin He Pu,
the conservation and renewal of Xin
He Pu are further pushed forward.



Ё݅“ϝ”Ӯഔ਼䖍ഄऎ䞛⫼ಲ฿ᗻǃ㽚Ⲫ
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䋨1䋩Pay attention to the conservation of the historic
authenticity of the historic sites


The peripheral area of the Site of the 3rd CPC National
Congress adopts the conservation method of backfill
and covering, and abandons the scheme of
“reconstruction on the site”, so as to preserve the
historic authenticity.

Ё݅“ϝ”䘫ഔ
Site of the 3rd CPC National Congress

ਛ“ਃᄢ”ળဇ
Site of the 3rd CPC
Congress

Ё݅“ϝ”ӮഔԡѢᮄ⊇⌺ⱘḌᖗԡ㕂
Site of the 3rd CPC Congress located in the core of Xin He Pu
Ё݅“ϝ”䘫ഔֱᡸ
Conservation of the Site of the
3rd CPC National Congress

㧙㧙
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Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan

Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan

 䋨2䋩⊼ᛣϢ਼䖍⦃๗Ⳍण䇗

Ӯഔⱘᓎ䆒Ϣ਼䖍㸫ऎᭈ佄ৠᯊ䖯㸠ˈᑊ⊼䞡Ϣ਼䖍⇥ሙ⦃๗ǃ亢䉠ǃᓎㄥ亢Ḑ
ㄝⳌण䇗ˈᔶ៤㒳ϔ᳝ᑣⱘग़᭛࣪㸫ऎǄ









䋨2䋩Pay attention to the coordination with the surrounding environment
The construction of the site should run parallel with the refurbishing of the peripheral districts, and
coordinate with the residential environment, features and the building style etc. of the peripheral area,
so as to form a uniform and orderly historic and cultural district.



䋨3䋩Ӯഔֱᡸࡼ㸫ऎ᳝ᴎᮄ
 ᮄᓎ⫼Ѣ᭛⠽ग़䌘᭭ሩ㾜ⱘ“ϝ”㑾ᗉ佚Ǆ
 ׂ㔂㸫ऎⱘֱᡸᓎㄥǄ
䋨3䋩The conservation of the site drives the organic renovation of
the district




Build a new memorial for the 3rd CPC National Congress for historic site and
data exhibition.
Renovate the conserved buildings in the district.

ುׂ㔂ࠡ
Chun Yuan Before Renovation

ᭈ佄ৢⱘುৢ㸫
Chun Yuan Hou Jie After
Refurbishing

ᭈ佄ৢⱘᘸᄸ䰶䏃
Xu Gu Yuan Rd. After Refurbishing

ᭈ佄ৢⱘ⪺づৢ㸫
Wa Yao Hou Jie After Refurbishing

Ё݅“ϝ”㑾ᗉ佚
Memorial of the 3rd CPC National Congress
ುׂ㔂ৢ
Chun Yuan After Renovation
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Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan

Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan



䋨3䋩Ӯഔֱᡸࡼ㸫ऎ᳝ᴎᮄ



 ࡴᑓഎ㓓࣪ˈᮄϔϾൟذ䔺എˈӬ਼࣪䖍Ѹ䗮ˈݐ乒њӮഔֱᡸϢ㸫ऎⱘ䳔㽕Ǆ
䋨3䋩The conservation of the site drives the organic renovation of the district

Provide more plazas and green land, build a new large parking lot and optimize the peripheral traffic.
Attention has been paid both to the site conservation and the requirement of the district.



㸫ऎ⫳⌏⦃๗ᬍ
Improved living environment of the district
㾘ߦᮍḜ
Planning Scheme
ḌᖗऎֱᡸϢᮄᬜᵰ
Rendering for the
conservation and renewal of
the core area

㨕ᣉᖱಂ

㨕ᣉᖱಂ

Summary of project implementation

Summary of project implementation

 ᮄ⊇⌺ֱᡸ㾘ߦ㓪ࠊ䖛Ёᕕ䆶

 ᮄ⊇⌺ֱᡸ㾘ߦ㓪ࠊ䖛Ёᕕ䆶

њⳌ݇ᬓᑰ䚼䮼ǃ݀ӫㄝⱘᛣ
㾕ˈ㒣䖛णଚǃׂᬍᅠˈ
ᑊ䖯㸠њ݀⼎ᮄ䯏থᏗˈПৢℷ
ᓣ݀ਞᅲᮑǄ

њⳌ݇ᬓᑰ䚼䮼ǃ݀ӫㄝⱘᛣ
㾕ˈ㒣䖛णଚǃׂᬍᅠˈ
ᑊ䖯㸠њ݀⼎ᮄ䯏থᏗˈПৢℷ
ᓣ݀ਞᅲᮑǄ



In the process of formulating of the
Planning, relevant authorities and public
have been consulted for comments and
the Planning has been redrafted and
revised for several times. The final version
of the Plan Set was officially released for
implementation through public notice and
news release.



In the process of formulating of the
Planning, relevant authorities and public
have been consulted for comments and
the Planning has been redrafted and
revised for several times. The final version
of the Plan Set was officially released for
implementation through public notice and
news release.

㾘ߦᮍḜ݀⼎
Public Notice of Planning
Scheme

㾘ߦᮍḜ݀⼎
Public Notice of Planning
Scheme

㨕ᣉᖱಂ
Summary of project implementation
 ᮄ⊇⌺ⱘֱᡸϢᮄᎹᅲᮑҹᴹˈ⼒Ӯǃ⦃๗ǃ㒣⌢ㄝᮍ䴶পᕫњ

㡃དⱘᬜⲞǄ


Since the implementation of Xin He Pu conservation and renovation efforts, favorable
results have been achieved in terms of social, environmental and economic benefits etc.

ᮄ⊇⌺ֱᡸϢᮄᅲᮑ✻⠛
Implementation photos of the conservation and renewal of Xin He Pu

ᓎㄥᭈ佄ࠡ
Buildings Before Renovation
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ᓎㄥᭈ佄ৢ
Buildings After Renovation

ᓎㄥᭈ佄ࠡ
Buildings Before Renovation

ᓎㄥᭈ佄ৢ
Buildings After Renovation

ᭈׂࠡ
Before Renovation

ᭈׂৢ
After Renovation
㸫ऎ⫳⌏⦃๗ᬍ
Improved living environment of the
district

ᭈׂࠡ
Before Renovation

ᭈׂৢ
After Renovation

㸫䘧ᭈׂࠡ
St reets Before Renovation

㸫䘧ᭈׂৢ
Street s Aft er Renov ation

㸫ऎ⫳⌏⦃๗ᬍ
Improved living environment of the
district

㸫䘧ᭈׂࠡ
St reets Before Renovation

ᮄ⊇⌺ֱᡸϢᮄᅲᮑ✻⠛
Implementation photos of the conservation and
renewal of Xin He Pu

㸫䘧ᭈׂৢ
Street s Aft er Renov ation

@ @ @ ᧤䋬@ @ 䋣
End o f presentation. Tha nks!

ᮄ⊇⌺ֱᡸϢᮄᅲᮑ✻⠛
I mplementati on photos of t he c ons erv at ion and
r enew al of Xin H e Pu
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